All the dataset used have passed a Quality check performed with the FastQC tool [http://www.bioinformatics.babraham.ac.uk/projects/fastqc/]. All the reads have a good quality and any of them was removed or trimmed. For the Multiple Sclerosis dataset only the best (in terms of mean read quality) four datasets from case and control were selected for the second trial, in order to limit the complexity of the study and to keep the results as easily assessable by eye. It is known that Multiple Sclerosis is a complex and multi-factorial disease and the biological variability highly influences the uncertainty in the results. This is the list of the tools used, with their version: -TopHat v2.0.11 -Cuffdiff v2.2.1 -DESeq2 and edgeR (Bioconductor v.3.2) -BLAST+ v2.2.28+ -Bowtie2 v2.2.1 -Samtools v0.1.19 All the tools were used with the default parameters, except for the following values: TopHat was used with the option --report-secondary-alignments and Bowtie2 with the -k parameter in order to obtain multireads. Reads mapping to more than 100 different reference sequences were discarded. Cuffdiff was used with --multi-read-correct option, in order to activate the 'rescue method' for multireads.
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Fuzzy boundaries: fitting the hyperbolas
With the aim of defining which areas of the plot include significant DE events and which includes less important variations in expression, two boundaries are defined in the MA-plot. In particular, the borders of the right part of the rhomboid obtained when plotting mean expression versus logarithmic fold change are fitted on the data by using two curves. They provide information to determine the significance of the fold change, following its dependency from the value of the mean expression. The functions implemented for the curves combine logarithmic and hyperbolic characteristics. It computes the logarithm of a ratio, as in the computation of fold change, and the chosen ratio allows to have two asymptotes: a vertical asymptote on = 0 and a horizontal asymptote on = 0. If we want to exploit the horizontal asymptote as a threshold for the fold change, the constant ≥ 0 can be used, otherwise it can be set to 0. For example, many biologists use 0.6 or 1 as thresholds for interesting log2 fold change values (log2 fold change values of 0.6 and 1 correspond to a change in expression of about 1.5 times or of 2 times the expected value). The resulting function is:
The function is defined for > 0; represents the mean expression of genes detected in case and/or control (and, therefore, it is strictly positive) and the represents the logarithmic fold change. The '±' indicates the sign of the function. For over-expressed data in the upper part of the plot, the relative curve is the one obtained using the plus, for under-expressed data in the lower part of the plot, the curve is computed using the minus. These curves serve as fuzzy boundaries for DE events, and we adapt them through the parameter , by using least squares fitting on the most extreme values of the right part of the rhomboid (we are not interested in the left part of the rhomboidal distribution, because it represents genes with too small expressions, anyway those points do not influence the fit because they represent a small percentage of the data). Since the aim of the method is to provide a ranking of the most reliable results in term of increasing same-expression possibility, and in this method the hyperbolas act as a fuzzy threshold for the possibilities, the accuracy of the fit for the hyperbolas is not of primary importance.
Multiple Sclerosis dataset: additional data
The following Tr[80, 80, 229, 229] Tr [124, 124, 745, 745] IGHG2 80 108 768 1824 706 1323 Tr[80,159,1717 Tr[80,159, ,2063 Tr [108, 262, 3774, 4330] OASL 565 539 637 2070 732 2231 Tr[565, 568, 855, 869] Tr [539, 539, 5983, 5995 Tr[6, 6, 158, 158] Tr [3, 3, 1292, 1294] Simulated study: additional data
The following table shows the read counts obtained for the genes already described by Errore. L'origine riferimento non è stata trovata. in the main paper. For these genes the table shows that both RSEM and the centroids provide reliable estimations, despite all those genes are influenced by multireads. For the 5 genes that emerged as false positive results when estimated with RSEM, we notice that this tool sometimes is not able to correctly estimate the expression because of the lack of uniquely mapping reads. For simplicity, the mean values obtained for the two replicates are shown for RSEM and Centroids, while the Fuzzy read counts have been merged as described in the Methods. 
